
for Financial
Services
Financial data is sensitive.
We make it safe.

Votiro’s Data Detection
and Response removes
zero-day threats and
masks need-to-know
data before it ever

reaches your endpoints
(or the wrong users).

Financial institutions handle an overwhelming number of files on a daily basis,
many of which are uploaded to shared portals by third-parties and contain
highly-sensitive information including PCI and PII. Whether it’s a loan
document, fund transfer, or even images of checks, you want to provide
customers with safe, accessible, and timely financial services — while
reducing risk to your company. Enter Votiro.

While signature-based AV tools can prevent known threats (and endpoint
tools can only respond once the damage is done), they’re powerless against
zero-day attacks and privacy risks. Votiro sits between you and the types of
threats hackers haven’t even dreamt about - mitigating malware threats and
data privacy risks before they can make headlines and harm consumer trust.

“We chose Votiro because of
its unique concept and its
known success in stopping
any exploit from arriving

through the email channel.
The Votiro technology really

proved its worth for us.”

- CISO, Fortune 500 Bank



Remain Compliant and Retain Consumer Trust 
From banks and credit unions to a host of other financial institutions, highly
sensitive and sought-after financial data is being exchanged at a pace that
is nearly impossible for IT teams to keep up with. This lack of visibility
allows malware and privacy risks to make their way into an organization and
cause breaches and extreme reputational damage. Not only that; this lack of
oversight leaves organizations open to non-compliance.

Votiro solves these problems.

See how Votiro stops threats before they
ever reach your endpoint with a free trial!

Try Votiro Free 
for 30 Days

votiro.com sales@votiro.com

Votiro’s automatic threat
mitigation allows your
team to spend less time
quarantining and
blocking files, while also
reducing alerts and false
positives. This amounts
to less noise in the SOC.

Votiro detects privacy
risks and known and
unknown threats in
content attempting to
enter your organization,
then proactively disarms
the file before it ever
reaches the endpoint.

Real-time Data
Detection and
Disarming/Masking

Votiro delivers in-depth,
actionable privacy and
threat insights as
content flows in. This
enables organizations to
remain compliant and
make the best decisions
for their business.

Unified Threat 
and Privacy Analytics  
for Visibility

Automated
Remediation to 
Reduce Work loads

Compliance regulations like PCI-DSS are in place to protect consumer
financial information from unauthorized access, yet many data security
solutions can only flag data gaps for follow-up, rather than remedy the

issue of exposed PCI and PII in real-time. Unlike these so-called
solutions, Votiro seamlessly masks PCI and PII in motion.

https://votiro.com/free-trial/
https://votiro.com/
mailto:sales@votiro.com

